
2 the mart – tuesday, october 5, 2021

show daily
must-see 
seminars

9:00–10:00AM
You’ve Got to be From the Future 
to Design a Resilient Workplace: 

From the Sketchbook of a Workplace  
Futurist, Design Thinker,  

and Agility Researcher  
Marti Konstant, MBA, principal, 

Konstant Change (Chicago)

2:00–3:00PM
Expanding Your Practice: Designing 

for the Residential Market
Lauren Rottet, FAIA, FIIDA,  

founding principal, president,  
Rottet Studio (Houston)

For the inside scoop on the most 
talked-about new products at NeoCon, 

head straight to the Interior Design 
SELECT partner showrooms. Turn to 
page 49 for a complete list of these 

top manufacturers. #IDNeoCon

Through October 7 at NeoCon, 
Interior Design presents a DesignTV 

by SANDOW special: NeoCon Now. 
Programming includes a broadcast 

of the 2021 HiP Awards, LAUNCH 
ProductLIVE!, product previews, and 

keynote addresses. Viewers can 
tune in on interiordesign.net or the 

Interior Design Facebook page.

Tsar Carpets joins the HBF at 40  showcase as part of HBF’s showcase as part of HBF’s   
new “Hospitality for Work” concept, addressing today’s fluid work-new “Hospitality for Work” concept, addressing today’s fluid work-
places. To contribute, Tsar presents seven designs from its recently places. To contribute, Tsar presents seven designs from its recently 
launched Forma collection, such as the prettylaunched Forma collection, such as the pretty  Paradiso,  in a tex-in a tex-
tural gradient of hand-tufted wool. Hospitable, indeed!tural gradient of hand-tufted wool. Hospitable, indeed! space 387

Italian company Pedrali is making a big splash at NeoCon with a  is making a big splash at NeoCon with a 
brand-new showroom—its first in the U.S.—plus a host of introduc-brand-new showroom—its first in the U.S.—plus a host of introduc-
tions. The 3,000-square-foot space, designed by Milan-based studio tions. The 3,000-square-foot space, designed by Milan-based studio 
Calvi Brambilla, showcases product in vignettes ranging from work-Calvi Brambilla, showcases product in vignettes ranging from work-
spaces to lounge and hospitality areas; there’s even a coffee bar, spaces to lounge and hospitality areas; there’s even a coffee bar, 
natch! Debuting here is natch! Debuting here is Toa,  a minimalist table with lightweight die-a minimalist table with lightweight die-
cast aluminum frame by Robin Rizzini that’s completely modular in cast aluminum frame by Robin Rizzini that’s completely modular in 
length and width. Choose your own adventure! length and width. Choose your own adventure! space 330

mad for modular

quite a  
performance

bonjour phillipe!
The esteemed Mr. Starck debuts Adela Rex,  

his sustainable seating line for Andreu World that’s 
made entirely of interlocking FSC-certified plywood 

pieces. Peep the project at space 10-132

This single-person  workstation by workstation by Framery 
has an adjustable seat, table, touchscreen, has an adjustable seat, table, touchscreen, 

and even a coat rack, and even a coat rack, 
plus a healthy 29-liters-plus a healthy 29-liters-
per-second ventilation per-second ventilation 
speed—four times the speed—four times the 
standard recommendation, standard recommendation, 
thus neatly alleviating thus neatly alleviating 
any trace of stuffiness. any trace of stuffiness. 
Take Take Framery One for a  for a 
breathe-easy test drive at breathe-easy test drive at 
space 7-7078

pod of the future

Hard-wearing bleach-cleanable  perfor-perfor-
mance textiles comprise Suzanne Tick’s mance textiles comprise Suzanne Tick’s 

zeitgeisty new collection,zeitgeisty new collection,  Outdoor In,  for for 
her brandher brand Luum.  Inspect them up close on Inspect them up close on 
floor 10, where the four fabrics on show—floor 10, where the four fabrics on show—
which work as well outside as they do in-which work as well outside as they do in-

doors—include Sunbrella acrylic-polyester doors—include Sunbrella acrylic-polyester 
Megapixel, the company’s first outdoor-Megapixel, the company’s first outdoor-

ready chenille, and polyester-blend Wave-ready chenille, and polyester-blend Wave-
field, its pattern developed in the studio by field, its pattern developed in the studio by 

layering fluted glass over geometric art.layering fluted glass over geometric art.  space 1043

paving the way
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Although the name Hook Up conjures a Netflix and chill situation, this collec-
tion of workspace tables is something entirely SFW (COVID having brought new 
meaning to the term “safe for work”). There are various sizes, from single desks 
to large meeting tables, each with a rail system that allows you to snap acces-
sories in and out on the fly, including planter boxes, paper trays, and a moveable 
power outlet. The system was designed in partnership with Jonathan Sabine and 
Jessica Nakanishi of Toronto-based firm MSDS Studio. You can even hook and un-
hook the workstations to one another, privacy panels optional.

JONATHAN SABINE, JESSICA NAKANISHI

TUESDAY
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